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 It was previously pointed out in Ref.1 that the parallel viscosity force of NB-produced fast 
ions  in  tangential  NBI  operations  simultaneously  accompanies  the  non-ambipolar  radial 
particle transport of the fast ions since the both viscosity force and the particle flux are caused 
by the neoclassical viscosity tensor having the CGL form. This type of radial transport due to 
the mechanism of so-called Ware pinch is not important in conventional stellarators since the 
usual ripple diffusion of thermalized particles is the dominant factor in the determination of 
ambipolar  electric  fields.  However,  in  quasi-symmetric  systems,  the  ripple  diffusion  is 
strongly reduced and thus  the fast  ions’  non-ambipolar  flux will  not  be negligible  in  the 
determination of the electric fields and the plasma flows. Another neoclassical viscosity effect 
of the fast ions is a contribution of fusion-born fast ions to the bootstrap current in future 
burning  core  plasmas  [2].  In  particular  for  the  quasi-axisymmetric  stellarators,  for  which 
configuration optimizations are actively conducted recently, an importance of equilibrium/
stability analyses including the bootstrap current consistently has been emphasized. For this 
purpose of future reactor designs, the previous tokamak theory [2] must be extended to non-
symmetric stellarator/heliotron configurations. 
  For the NB-produced fast ions, the eigenfunction and the adjoint equation in Ref.1 are 

useful  also  for  this  present  purpose.  As  suggested  by  the  Onsager  symmetry  in  the 
neoclassical theory for thermalized particles, some resultant formulas are useful also for the 
fusion-born fast ions’ spontaneous parallel particle flux. These methods to obtain the velocity 
distribution  by  solving  ordinary  differential  equations  for  the  energy  space  structure 
analytically are useful from the viewpoint of the computational cost. On the fusion-born fast 
ions,  we  will  show  also  5D  simulation  results  using  the  GNET  code  [3]  for  some 
configurations  in  past  design  activities  [4,5]  with  a  scaling  up  to  the  plasma  volume 
(1000m^3) and the magnetic field strength(5T) of a heliotron reactor that is assumed in Ref.3.
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